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Abstract


In order to obtain Canadian-baseddata on psy-
choacoustic,physiological,and structuralresponse
to sonic boom, two major facilitieswere constructed
at the Institute for Aerospace Studies. One is a
loudspeaker-drivensimulator which is able to mimic
arbitrarilydistorted sonic booms within a small
booth; the other is a large horn-type simulatorwith
a capability for generatingpowerful travelling-wave
sonic booms of substantialspatial extent or dura-
tion. The horn and booth-type simulationfacilities
complement each other for the study of human,
animal, and structural response to the sonic boom.

The loudspeaker-drivensimulatoris in the
form of a solidly built booth about 2 cubic meters
in volume (70 cubic feet), which can house a single
seated subject. Owing to the flexibilityof the
electronic circuitry, features of the sonic-boom
pressure signature therein can be adjusted at will.
Thus, response to the variation of such characteris-
tics as N-wave overpressure,rise time, and duration
can be evaluated. Additionally,a variety of
psychoacousticstudies can be performed with either
transient or steady sounds. As a new feature, the
signal can be predistortedby means of a special
function generator to help cancel the loudspeaker
distortion. The initial performanceof the facility
is reported.

The travelling-wavesimulatorhorn is in the
form of a concrete horizontalpyramid 24.4 meters in
length (80 feet) with a 3.0 by 3.0 meter open base
(10 by 10 feet). At the apex a specially-designed
mass flow valve is used to generate sonic boom
N-waves of suitable amplitude and duration, and
acceptably-shortrise times; alternatively,shock-
tube drivers are used for generatingshort-duration
sonic booms. The interior of the horn contains a
high-frequencysound absorber to reduce undesirable
jet noise,and the open end has a specially-designed
reflectioneliminator in the form of a recoiling
porous piston. The initial performanceis reported,
together with advances in the gasdynamic analysis of
such devices. In addition, some initial physio-
logical test results are presented.

I. Introduction


The supersonic transport (SST) will probably
be in service during the next ten years with prime
operation over the North Atlantic and the possibil-
ity of flights over Northern Canada. Even though
the latter is sparsely populated, it is far from
being an empty land with its abundantwildlife. All
forms of life within the sonic-boomcorridorswill
be subjected to the boom. For this reason, indepen-
dent and open data unique to the Canadian scene must
be obtainedbefore SST's are operationalthere.
Such informationis needed to help prepare accurate
guidelines for new legislation that will govern
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flight paths as affectedby Canadian weather, ter-
rain, wildlife, and populationdistribution. Guide-
lines developed for other countries are helpful but
of uncertain applicability. In order to gather
domestic sonic-boomdata, simulationfacilities
provide the most inexpensivemethod.

The initial sonic-boomprogram at UTIAS was
started in 1969 utilizing the hypervelocity launcher
laboratory for a preliminary investigationof the
diffraction of a bow shock wave over a model of the
new Toronto City Halal. It was soon realized that
if significant data were to be obtained on human,
animal, and structural response,then more meaning-
ful simulation facilitieswould have to be
constructed for this specificpurpose. Under the
direction of Dr. LI. Glass and Dr. H.S. Ribner, two
sonic-boom simulation facilitieswere developed: a
travelling-wavesimulatorbased on the previous work
done at the General Applied Science Laboratories
(GASL)2, and a loudspeaker-drivenbooth based on the
initial work done at the Lockheed-CaliforniaCompany3
and the University of Southampton4. Construction of
the two facilities started in 1970, and relevant
calibrationand performancedata were obtained in
1971.

The primary function of the small volume (2 m3)
loudspeaker-drivenbooth will be to study human
response to transient signals such as the sonic boom,
other impulsive sounds, industrialor transportation
noise, or alternatively,steady signals. In addition,
theoretical concepts concerningthe loudness of the
sonic boom or other transient sounds as a function of
their frequency content can be explored by listening
tests. These studies are just commencing. The
present paper gives a descriptionof the facility,
its mode of operation, and presents preliminary
examples of sonic-boom simulation.

The travelling-wavehorn-type simulator can be
used for human, animal, and structural response or
damage studies. However, since the facility has the
capability of generating powerful sonic booms it is
particularlywell-suited for structural studies
(wall panels, windows, room resonance). Due to the
travelling-wavenature of the simulated boom, studies
can be made of wave diffractionover model buildings
or wave propagation over different reduced-scaleland
topologies. The simulated sonic booms can be
generated either by means of a shock-tube driver for
short-durationwaves, or by a gas reservoir and mass
flow valve for long-durationwaves. The travelling-
wave simulator and its method of operation using the
two different generators are described, and the
relevant theory is developed.

II. The Loudspeaker-DrivenBooth 

Description


For psychoacoustictests a booth of small
volume sufficient to accomodateone subject suggests
itself, since larger closed cavities require greater
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power input to obtain equivalent-amplitude waves.
Such a closed chwnber is conveniently driven by a

group of loudspeakers located in one or more walls.

By proper selection of the loudspeakers and booth
volume, and special electronic compensation, the

pressure-time history in the chamber can be made to

simulate a sonic boom quite well, as demenstrated by

previous research3. The procedure is, however,

considerably more demanding than ordinary high-

fidelity techniques. The loudspeaker-driven booth

is very attractive as compared to other sonic-boom

simulators in its ability to readily mimic arbitrary
pressure signatures by inexpensive means.

The UTIAS sonic-boom simulation booth consists
of a nearly air-tight 2.1 m 3 volume chamber driven

by twelve loudspeakers mounted :n apertures in one

wall (Figs. 1,2). The booth features a deuble-wall

Figure 1. View eh l,_,ulst.,=‘aker-drivenbooth showing
specialiy-lesi,zned 100-segment function
geulerater n,d .,ther electronics.

Figure 2. View or loudspeaker-driven booth showing

low and high-frequency loudspeakers.

plywood construction with inside wall surfaces

heavily lined with sound-absorbing fiberglass

material to minimize high-frequency reflections and
consequent resonances; the free-air volume is thus

reduced to about 1.3 m3. The booth interior is
equipped with an illumination light, subject seat,

intercom, radio, and emergency escape door handle.

Six low-frequency response loudspeakers (Altec

Lansing woofers, Model 515B, 38 cm diam) and six

medium-high frequency response speakers (Radio

Speakers of Canada, Model MF-8, 20 cm diam) are used

with a cross-over network at 500 bz; they jointly

cover the frequency range from 0.1 to 5000 Hz or

more required for sonic-boom simulation. As a

prerequisite to reproduce the infrasonic range below

20 Hz the booth is designed to be nearly air tight,

with a means for ventilation between tests. The

seating arrangement is such that the head position
of different height subjects would be maintained in

a reasonably fixed position of known calibration,

with respect to the internal booth geometry.

The electronic system that generates the input

signal to the loudspeakers consists of a specially-
designed 100- segment arbitrary-function generator,

equalizing and cross-over networks, and three 100 W

amplifiers with response down to dc. In addition,

the facility has a storage oscilloscope (Tetronix

5103N/D13) and a Bruel and Kjaer condenser microphone
(2.5 cm diam diaphragm), that has a flat frequency

response from 0.1 Hz to 20 kHz. A schematic diagram

of the electronic system and booth is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Electronic system for loudspeaker-driven
booth.

The cross-over network separates and directs
the low and high-frequency parts of the signal to

the large and small loudspeakers, respectively. The

equalizing network is built around an Altec Lansing

Model 729A 'Acousta-Voicette' containing twenty-four
I/3-octave filters centered at frequencies from

1. ,500 Hz down to 63 Hz. The filter cuts off at
,ilpout 8 liz at the low end; hence, it has been neces-

sary to add an adjustable low-pass filter (e.g., dc
to 60 Hz) via a summation circuit such that the

combined response goes down to dc. Individual
adjustment of these twenty-four filters can compen-

sate fnr a major part of the uneven Trequency

response of the loudspeakers and booth and hence

eliminate much of the waveform distortion.

The filters are not sufficiently numerous nor

nf sufficient adjustment range to eliminate all of

the peakiness in the frequency response; moreover,

there are phase distortion effects: these jointly
prcduce a residual distortion in the booth pressure

signature. As a final 'fine tuning' to compensate
for this distortion it is planned to utilize a

specified counter-distortion of the input signal.

The theory of this predistortion technique is as
follows.

Let the input electrical signal to the booth

electronics be n(t) (e.g., an N-wave) and the output

signal from the microphone in the booth (with assumed

flat frequency response over the desired range) be

p(t); let their respective amplitude spectra (Fourier

transforms) be N(w) and F(w), respectively; and let

G(w) be the effective overall frequency response of

the system (treated as linear), including equalizing

network, amplifiers (flat response), loudspeakers,

OSCILLOSCOPE

MICROPMONE

100- SEGMENT

FUNCTION GENERATOR

EQUALIZING

NETWORK
-400 w

W

SOO- 5000 Hz

AMPLIFIERS

0-500H1
\

100 W

CROSS - OVER

NETWORK
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and booth resonances. N, P, and G are in general
complex, carrying phase information. Then

P(w) = G(w) N(w) (1)

so that P(w) replicatesN(w) only if the frequency
response G(w) is a real constant (flat response).
In this special case the overpressuresignaturep(t)
in the booth faithfullymimics the input signal
n(t), as follows from taking the inverse Fourier
transforms.

Consider now the general case of a nonflat
frequency response G(w). Choose a new input n'(t)
whose spectrum is N(w)/G(w). Then the new pressure
signature in the booth will be p'(t), with spectrum

P(w) =
N(w)
al7TG(w) = Nm. (2)

The new pressure signature is thus an undistorted
N-wave, and the correspondinginput signaturen'(t)
is a signal correctly predistortedto achieve this.

A computerizedprocedure can be set up for
obtaining the predistorted input signal nqt). The
input and output signals n(t) and p(t) associated
with Eq. 1 are digitized by an A/D converter and
processed by a fast Fourier transformprogram to
yield N(w) and P(w), respectively,their inverse
ratio G(w), and the new input spectrumN(w)/G(w).
An inverse Fourier transform then yields the predis-
torted input signature n'(t) as a computeroutput.
This scheme requires special care for implementation
with N-waves and similar signatures: digitization-
induced errors associatedwith the multiple zeros of
N(w) and P(w) lead to high amplitude 'noise'in G(w)
and hence in nqt). Additionally,iterationwill be
required because of the nonlinearityof the loud-
speakers: G(w) depends on the input waveform.

For use with the booth the predistortedinput
n'(t) must be developed in terms of voltage versus
time. To this end there was developedat UTIAS an
elaborate electronic function generator. This
analog facility has the capabilityof fitting,with-
in limits, an arbitrary voltage signaturen'(t) by
means of 100 straight line segments; the 100-slopes
are adjustableby individualknobs (Fig. 1). The
predistorted signal nqt) can be computedby the
procedure described above; alternatively,the signal
can be obtained by a trial and error process of
adjusting the 100 knobs until the output pressure
signature is acceptable. Both approachesfor the
preliminary results reported herein have been tried,
and the trial and error process has been the more
successful in these early results.

The 100-slope function generator, although
highly flexible, involves a very laboriousprocess
for dialing in the predistorted signal, partly
because of a problem with voltage drift and residual
noise. It would be far simpler if the computer out-
put for the predistorted input n'(t) could go
directly onto magnetic tape via a D/A converter;
this entails a relatively fast computer. A digital
function generator of this kind will be one feature
of a computerizeddata-processingsystem that is in
process of acquisition.

The capacity of the loudspeakersand amplifiers
were choosen to permit peak wave-overpressuresup to
300 N/m2 for short durations (100 msec) and less
than this for longer duration waves (e.g.,up to 500
msec) which are limited by slight air leakage from
the booth interior. Currently, overpressuresup to
200 N/m2 have been achieved. To date, rise times on

the simulated sonic booms have been as low as 1
msec (at 100 N/m2 overpressureand 100 msec dura-
tion).

Performance


Some preliminary examples of sonic-boom over-
pressure signatures in the loudspeaker-drivenbooth
are given in this section. The records were taken
with the booth empty and the microphone positioned
on top of the seat rest. The multiple-filterequal-
ization network was adjusted to give frequency res-
ponse flat within about ±1/2 dB from about 1 to 1000
Hz. The presence of a subject would yield marked
alterations in effective frequencyresponse, owing
to diffraction and changes in free-air volume and
absorption; these in turn will yield distortions in
the pressure signatures. But readjustmentof the
equalization filters can be expected to restore the
essentially flat response and eliminate the
distortion.

The results are displayed in Figs. 4 to 9 in

the form of oscillograms. Figures 4 to 8 refer to

an N-wave electrical input (ideal sonic boom), with
parameters indicated in the caption. The lower
trace —the 'sonicboom' signature— simulates the
upper input signature quite well for the low ampli-
tude, short duration cases (Figs. 4,5). The small
irregularitiesreflect correspondingsmall irregular-
ities in the frequency-phaseresponse. Such
irregularitiesare, however, typical of real sonic
boom records. The short rise time (1 msec) in the
simulatedboom mimics the rise time of the input
signature quite well.

The more powerfUl simulatedboom of Fig. 6 at
116 N/m2 peak overpressure is typical in amplitude
of an SST in cruise, but in duration (100 msec) it
is more comparable to the boom of a fighter aircraft.
In Figs. 7 (weak boom) and 8 (normalboom) the dura-
tion is closer to that of an SST at 200 msec. At
this increased duration the straight-linedecay of
the N-wave appears as an exponentialdecay, owing to
air leakage from the booth. It is believed that an
integrating circuit can correct this distortion, at
least for the lower amplitudes for which the woofer
will not bottom.

Finally, in Fig. 9 the ability of the booth
to reproduce a special sawtooth transient2 is shown.

In all of the above the simulatedboom rise
times showed no measurable difference from the 1 msec
rise time (its minimum) of the electricalN-wave
input from the function generator;this lies in the
range of values for actual sonic booms. (Shorter
boom rise times may be expected in the future when
this limitation on the function generator is
relaxed.) Other aspects of signature simulation
seem good at the shorter duration (100 msec), but
booth leakage causes a distortion (probably unimpor-
tant in subjective response)at the longer duration
(200 msec).

III. The Travelling-WaveHorn

Description

The travelling-wavehorn-type sonic-boom
simulator consists essentiallyof an air compressor,
storage tanks or reservoir, sonic-boomgenerator in
the form of either a shock-tubedriver (short-
duration booms) or a gas reservoirwith a fast-acting
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Fig,ure h.

Fi,7ure 6. re 9.

Fir.7ure 7.

Fi,:ure 8.

Figure
Peak

Overpressure
(N/m2)

Duration
(msec)

:4 214.7 100

5 33•4 100
6 116.0 100

7 26.7 200
8 98.0 200

9 98.0 100

Figures h to 8. :limulation or sonic boom 'N-wave'
in loudspeaker-driven booth.
Top trace: electrical incut;
bottom trace: microphone over-
pressure signal.

Figure 9. Simulation of special sawtooth transient
of Shepherd and 2utherland3.
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mass flow valve (long-durationbooms), a large
pyramidal horn with an interior test section, jet-
noise absorber, porous-piston-typereflectionelim-
inator, and psychoacoustictest room. The facility
is shown schematicallyin Fig. 10, which gives a
plan view of the newly constructedUTIAS sonic-boom
laboratory. The following is a descriptionof the
more important facility elements and their relevant
functions.

Figure 10. Sonic-boom laboratory illustratingmain
elements of travellingN-wave simulator.

The simulator horn is a pyramidal structure
24.4 m in length and has a 3.0 by 3.0 m open base.
The first 4 m from the apex is of heavy steel cmn-
struction and is located in the control room, where-
as the remainder is a one-piece, reinforced-concrete
structurewith 20 cm thick walls and terminates in a
second building (Figs. 10, 11). The extremely-rigid
duct walls minimize wave energy losses and wave dis-
tortion. The total divergence angle of the pyramidal
horn is 7.2 degrees. The horn is essentiallya
solid angle of a sphere whose walls confine and
efficientlydirect the wave generated near the horn
apex. For this reason, the required source energy
is about three orders of magnitude less than that
for a full sphere5.

Figure 1:. Trove:ling N-wave simulatr horn.

In the shock-tubedriver mode of operation
three different shock-tubegeometrieshave been con-
sidered: a pyramidal driver with a pyramidal horn
of the same and different divergence angles, and a
constant-areadriver with a pyramidalhorn (shown as
inserts in Fig. 19). The method of generating a
wave in the expansion horn is similar to that of a
conventionalshock tube: the driver, separated
from the expansion horn by means of a diaphragm, is
pressurizedabove atmosphericand on bursting the
diaphragm a wave is subsequentlyformed that propa-
gates down the expansion horn. The gas.pressurein
the driver and the driver length determine the

N-wave amplitude and period. In all three cases for
the UTIPC facility the wave durations are short (1
to 20 msec) as compared to actual sonic booms (80 to

350 msec) due to the short driver chambers presently
available. These short-durationwaves have important
application for diffraction studies of sonic booms
propagating over model buildings or different reduced-
scale land topologies. Their short rise times (40

psec) are also valuable for certain psychoacoustic
studies. The first describeddriver (single
divergence angle horn) generates the classicalN-wave
fDr normal simulation,whereas the other two drivers
give distorted N-waves which can resemble in basic
features certain focussed sonic booms. For these
reasons the shock tubes can be a valuable device for
sonic-boom simulation. Some substantiatingtheo-
retical and experimental results will be given in a
later section.

The major driver mode for the facility is the
gas reservoir with a mass flow valve. The pneumatic-
operated valve was designed to give the facility the
capability of generating overpressureN-waves of
spatial extent or period typical of those from SST's.
In the valve mode of operation an air compressor is
used to pressurize (1 to 18 atm) two storage tanks
or reservoirs (1.3 m3 each) that are connected via
two 10 cm diam ducts to a plenum chamber (0.008 m3)
where the valve is located that controls the mass
flow such that the sonic boom is produced in the
horn. A view cf the reservoirs,plenum chamber,
valve mechanism and small end of the horn are shown
in Fig. 1, and a simplified assembly drawing of the
valve mechanism is given in Fig. 13.

Figure 12. Control room view of horn apex, plenum
chamber, mass flow valve, reservoirs,
compressor, and control console.

The valve is required to pass a parabolic mass
flow versus time, from zero to a maximum and back to
zero again, in order to generate the N-wave. The
flow area at the tapered plug correspondingto this
mass flow is also a parabolic function to a first
approximation. To achieve this exposed flow area,
the tapered plug motion is required to be a sym-
metric one-cycle reciprocatingmovement, linear in
each half of the cycle. High-pressureair from the
compressor reservoir is rapidly switched,by means
of an internal direction piston (activatedby a
solenoid valve), to either side of the large driving
piston to effect the opening and closing of the
valve.

The linear movement of the valve plug is

MAN BULDOOG PSYCHOACOUSTIC BOOTN

JET - NOISE ABSORWER

SONIC -BOOM GENERATOR

PLAN VIEW

PSYCNOACOUST IC
TEST ROOM

REFLECTION ELIMINATOR

INTERIOR TEST SECTION
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DIRECTION PISTON

SOLENOID VALVE I rearward )

Figure 13. Assembly drawing of mass flow valve
exhibiting opening (A) and closing (B)
operation.

accomplished by means of the small rate piston and

oil restriction orifice in the oil flow circuit. By
a suitable setting of the orifice area, the oil flow
is restricted to an almost constant rate, which
fixes the valve plug speed and also makes it const-
ant in each half of the cycle. The reservoir pres-
sure, which remains essentially constant during this
operation owing to its large volume, dictates the
N-wave amplitude for a given duration and the open-
to-close time of the valve fixes the wave duration.
The existing facility exercises little control over
the N-wave rise time, which is affected by the
valve-plug geometry and radial position of the plug
from the horn apex (presently 42 cm). The simulated
N-wave has a rise time of about 3 to 4 msec which is
slightly longer than that of actual sonic booms
(0.1 to 2 msec in the main).

Two basic requirements of the valve are that
it have sufficiently rapid operation to enable the
generation of short-duration N-waves, and that it

pass a large mass flow rate at the maximum valve
opening to produce high-amplitude booms. An
inherent characteristic of the horn-type simulator
utilizing a fast-acting valve is the presence of jet
noise superimposed on the generated pressure wave,
os the operation is based on high-speed air flow
from a reservoir. For the same mass flow rate a

larger throat area gives a lower flow velocity,
which results in less intense jet noise. Since with
the throat area of the GASL facility2,6 there was
Fdready a jet-noise problem, the present UTIAS
facility was designed with a seven-times larger
throat area of 32.3 cm2. To further reduce the jet-
noise problem an experimental study of the effect-
iveness of an acoustic filter was made. The filter
consists of a lining on the four walls of the duct
made up of 2.5 cm thick fiberglass sound-absc,rbing
material extending from the 4.0 m to the 6.4 m

station. In addition, one vertical and one horizon-
tal panel of this material of equivalent length was
installed such that the duct was divided into four

equal cross-sectional areas. This absorber had the
effect of reducing the jet noise markedly with
negligible increase in the rise time.

A porous-piston-type reflection eliminator
shown in Fig. 14, based on the analysis and existing
design at GASL 2 , is used to reduce echoes that arise
when the incident wave encounters the ead of the

Figure 14. Porous-piston reflection eliminator

pyramidal horn. The porous piston acts essentially
as a passive system matching the duct exit impedance
to that of the incident wave, thereby eliminating
reflections. The device rigidly supports a 2.5 cm
thick microlite blanket (12 kg/m3) that covers the
horn exit area and is free to move by means of a
roller and track support system. While the reflec-
tion eliminator is not required for short-duration
sonic booms such as those used in diffraction studies,
it is necessary for test programs involving longer
duration booms to avcid echoes during testing.

In using the horn-type simulator for studies

of sonic-boom propagation over different land
topologies, wave diffraction over and into model
buildings, and physiological and psychoacoustic
response, the models or subjects can be put directly
in the horn test section near the reflection elimin-
ator. To facilitate structural response and damage
studies a 1.8 by 3.6 m cutout or opening in one side
wall of the duct has been designed for test panel
installation. For additional psychoacoustic testing
and also for room resonance studies, an adjoining
full-scale test room, linked to the horn interior by
the same cutout, can be suitably modified (Fig. 10).
The simulator horn is easily adapted for these and
other relevant research projects.

Analysis of Shock-TubeDriver Mode


The generation of N-waves to simulate the
ground-intercepted sonic boom from a supersonic air-

craft by means of a shock-tube driver and expansion
horn having equal divergence angles is similar in
process to a classical explosion. In both cases a
high-pressure gas is suddenly released into a quies-
cent atmosphere. By examining this process, the

physics of the wave formation in the horn-type
simulator can be illustrated. To calculate the flow
field for a weak explosion, a numerical computing
procedure 7 was used to solve the one-dimensional
inviscid equations of motion of continuity, momentum,
and energy along with the ideal equation of state
for air. An artificial viscosity technique was used
to cope with shock wave motions. The results appear
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Figure 15. Numerically-computed(r,t) diagram for a
weak explosion illustratingN-wave
formation and propagation (p0=4.0 atm).

in Fig. 15, in the form of an (r,t) diagram. Two
overpressuretraces at different fixed radii are
also indicated. The paths of the various wave
elements consists of a deceleratingshock wave (SI)
followedby a contact surface (C) moving into the
expansion horn, while a rarefactionwave (R1) propa-
gates into the driver gas followedby a second shock
wave (S2) at the tail of the rarefactionwave. This
shock wave implodes on the origin and reflects to
form the tail of the subsequentN-wave propagating
down the horn. Refraction effects at the contact
surface are almost negligible for this weak
explosion,andadditionalwaves (e.g., R2, S3, R3)
are of minor importance. The second shock wave
arises as a result of the sphericalnature of the
flow and can be understood, as well as other parts
of the flow field, by consideringthe motion of the
contact surface. As this surface decelerates,it
sends out rarefactionpulses that overtake and
decrease the primary shock-wave front as well as
causing the overpressure to decrease behind the
front. On the other side of this surface compres-
sion waves are sent out that steepen into the shock
wave. Normally, nonlinear action causes shock-wave
fronts to steepen with propagationdistance. How-
ever, the numerical computing scheme using a fixed
artificialviscosity is inadequatein the case of
weak waves, owing to the excessive spreading of the
shock-wave fronts (Fig. 15).

A number of observationscan be made from a
study of various (r,t) diagrams for different driver-
gas pressures concerning the pyramidal shock tube as
a sonic-boom simulator. It becomes clear that in
the case of higher driver-gas pressures the
rarefaction-wavefan becomes more spread out.
Consequently,the second shock wave takes longer to
reach the origin and reflect resulting in an in-
crease in the time interval (duration)between it
and the primary wave. Stronger waves, which are no
longer negligible, are generated by refraction at
the contact surface, and the resultingwave that
propagates down the horn deviates more from the
desired overpressureN-wave characteristicof a
sonic boom. Even though the N-wave is asymptotical-
ly formed in the far-field according to the Whitham
theory8, this result cannot be readily utilized for
sonic-boomsimulation purposes due to practical
limitationson the horn length.

In the case of a decreasing driver-gaspres-
sure the opposite of the above statementshold, and
the generation of the N-wave becomes better. In the


limiting case of a weak explosion the rarefaction-
wave fan becomes very thin and is followed
immediatelyby the second shock wave. The resulting
wave in the horn, at a fixed distance, is the over-
pressure N-wave almost from its inception. Even in
the limiting case the N-wave formation and propaga-
tion are inherently nonlinearprocesses. For
example, the Whitham far-fieldasymptotic theory8
for weak waves predicts a wavelength stretch propor-
tional to /(ln r) and an amplitude decay as
1/14(ln r), in contrast to the linear acoustic case
which predicts a fixed wavelength and the inverse-
distance decay law (1/r).

The N-wave evolution and propagationprocesses
can be solved for by numericalmethods using the
equations of motion directly or the characteristic
equations. However, in the limiting weak wave case
the linear theory (acousticwave solution) is a good
approximationfor travelling-wavesimulators. This
theory8 is well known and predicts the overpressure
amplitude (Ap) and duration (rd) as given below:

" = 7- 7 (cr-at)H{t1} (r+at) H(t2}19
dpo rd (

(3)

Td = 2 rd/a, tl=t-(r-rd)/a, t2=t-(r+rd)/a. (4)

In these expressions, Apo, r, rd, a, t and H{t} are
initial driver-gas overpressure,radial distance,
driver length, sound speed, time, and the unit step
function, respectively.

The present analyticalmodelling of the opera-
tion of the shock-tube driven simulatorbrings to
light many important features of the wave generation
process. It provides a means of explaining the
differences that always exist between experiment and
the desired N-wave, for which the linear theory is
inadequate. However, the linear theory has impor-
tant advantages. The result is in the form of an
analytical equation and usually gives a quick,
inexpensive solution compared to numerical methods.
A closed-form solution provides much insight into a
problem by readily allowing a variation of parameters.

The linear acoustic theory has been applied
successfUlly to other shock tube problems" where
weak waves are generated, such as the case of a
constant-areaor pyramidal driver with a pyramidal
expansion horn (differentdivergence angles in the
case of the pyramidal driver). The analytical solu-
tions and results are not reproducedhere, since
they require too much space. However, experimental
results are given in a later section and one result
is compared with linear theory.

Analysis of the Mass-Flow Driver Mode

The gasdynamic analysis for the operation of
the horn-type simulator utilizing a gas reservoir
with a mass flow valve has been improved and extended
herein. In the initial analysis performed at GASL2
the mass flow through the valve Was assumed to model
a time-varying simple point source. It is well
known" that the simple unsteady source generates a
far-field overpressure signal (Ap) proportional to
the derivative of the mass flow rate (Ap i dm/dt).
Then, if the mass flow rate (m) through the throat
is parabolic with time it follows that the
overpressure distributionis the classical N-wave
shape The GASL analysis assumes that the
simplified parabolic mass flow results from choked
flow at the valve throat, controlledby means of a
tapered valve plug executing a linear motion with



time (_.../NN-).

In the present extended analysis the over-
simplifiedsimple-point-sourceassumptionis relaxed.
In addition, the flow from the valve is dealt with
more realistically,partly as to the geometry of the
valve opening process and partly as to the gas-
dynamics. The assumed quasisteadyflow thrcugh the
valve, subsonic or supersonic,is ultimatelymatched
at a certain station to the developingunsteady wave
pattern. The reservoir-gasstate and valve plug
movement are taken as specified,and the features of
the generated unsteady wave (N-waveor otherwise)
are determined.

Before commencingwith the analyticaldetails
let us consider a proposed model for the wave form-
ation process in the simulatorhorn. This model,
which has yet to be verified, is illustratedschemat-
ically in the form of an (r,t) diagram shown in
Fig. 16. The flow development is very similar to

RADIUS r

MASS-FLOW VALVE

Figure 16. Proposed (r,t) diagram for N-wave
formation and propagation for mass-flow-
valve driver mode.

that of an explosion (Fig. 15). A primary shock
wave (S1) followedby a contact surface (C) propa-
gates into the horn. A second upstream-facingshock
wave (S2), which is formed to match the pressure
conditionsin the horn, moves away and towards the
valve plug where it finally reflects to become the
tail of the subsequentN-wave. Other waves generat-
ea by refraction at the contact surface are weaker
and of minor importance. As with the shock-tube
driver, the wave formation and propagationare
inherentlynonlinear processes; the nonlinearity
gives rise to a wave stretch and an associated
amplitude decay. Although a numerical analysis
exhibits these nonlinear aspects, a simple analytical
solution is also desirable.

Three main assumptions are made in the analysis
to simplify the wave formationand propagation
processes. First, the gas flow from the reservoir
to the upstream-facingshock wave is assumed to be
quasisteady,so that this flow field can be deter-
mined by using a sequence of steady-statecalcu-
lations. Second, the pressure and density behind
the shock wave are assumed to be near atmospheric.
These two conditions are sufficientto allow one-
dimensional steady flow equations to determine the
flow field at any instant in time. This part of the
analysis gives the flow velocitybehind the
upstream-facingshock wave. Third, the acoustic

equations are assumed to be applicable to the
unsteady wave pattern in the remainder of the horn.
The two flow fields are matched by means of the flow
(particle)velocity at thei;rcommon boundary.

The quasisteadyflow approximationis justified
when the plug movement changes the valve throat area
slowly with time. Then wave communicationbetween
the reservoir and throat area is rapid and the flow
is constantlybeing adjusted towards a steady state
process. This assumptionis invalidwhen the valve
just starts to open or close since a severe unsteady
starting or stopping process occurs. As a con-
sequence, the analysis is incapableof predicting
the rise times at the front and rear of the N-wave.

The followingdetails on throat area, mass flow
rate and the unsteady acousticwave will be needed
in the analyticaldevelopmentof the foregoingideas.
The UTIAS facility uses a pyramid-facedplug and the
throat area exposed during its motion can be approxi-
mated by four quadrilateralareas. One such area
(A3CD) is shown perpendicularto the page in Fig. 17.

Figure 17. Valve throat area approximation.

A distance, denoted by z(t), from the horn end (AD)
to the plug face (BC) is that for area ABCD to be a
minimum for a plug movementy(t). In order to find
z(t) and the resultingthroat area A(t) a genera/
expression for arbitraryy(t) and z(t) is minimized
with respect to z(t). The results are summarized
below:

A(t) = c2(2- -Y-F)[(L-z-)24-(-2-i)211/2,if y-b<z<y

(5)
A(t) = c2, if z<y-b

where z = (d2 - e) - d,

d = (b + 4b3/c2- 2(b2/c2 +1)y)/(2 + 81,2/c2),

e = (y2 - by)/(1 + 4 b2/c2).

If the plug face length (b) is long (b/c > 2), then
z 0 and Fq. 5 simplifiesto the following form

A(

 

t) = c2 (2 - y/b) y/b, if 0<y<b
(6)

A(

 

t) = c2, if y>b

which is the desired parabolic form when y is linear
with time. The existingUTIAS facility uses either
of two valve plugs having values of b/c equal to 0.89
and 0.36, respectively;the first one produces a good
N-wave and the latter a distorted one.

Using the one-dimensionalsteady flow
expression for a gas dischargingfrom a reservoir
through a throat12 and extending this theory to a
quasisteady flow, the mass flow rate at the throat

PYRAMIDAL HORN
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m(t) is given by the equation

Y+1 


m(t)
Y Po M (1 + M2] 2(Y-1)

4(0 (7)
aa

where Y, a, p, and M are the specificheat ratio,
sound speed, pressure and local flow Mach number,
respectively,and the subscript 'o' refers to the
reservoir gas state. In addition, the reservoir-gas
(air) temperatureis taken as atmospheric. The Mach
number is requiredbefore the mass flow rate can be
determined. For low reservoir-gaspressures (p <
1.89 atm), the flow at the throat is subsonic and
the Mach number is given by the steady flow relation

=/n 1(Y-1)/Y
y-1• '1"o""a'
2

where atmosphericpressure p is assumed to exist at
the throat. It should be noted that for the low
pressure case, the steady flow analysisdoes not
allow an upstream-facingshock wave, and the two
flow regimes are matched right at the throat. In
the case of reservoir-gaspressuresgreater than
1.89 atm, the flow at the throat is choked and M = 1.
A supersonic flow region occurs downstreamof this
location and is eventually terminatedby an upstream-
facing shock wave.

Considerationhas been given to the problem of
how the motion of the upstream-facingshock wave
might affect the features of the generatedN-wave.
In general, the mass flow rate behind this shock
wave is not equal to that at the throat because
its motion, first away from and then back to the
valve plug, affects the mass flow distributionin
the horn over and above that from the valve-plug
motion. To estimate the differencebetween these
two flow-ratefunctions, a quasisteady flow analysis
was made in which it was assumed that the shock wave
instantly took the steady-flowpredicted location.
This analysis showed that there was a negligible
difference for driVer-gas pressures (1 to 18 atm)
and wave durations (50 to 500 msec) of interest in
sonic-boomsimulation. Hence, it was concluded that
the mass flow rate at the throat and behind the
upstream-facingshock wave are approximatelyequal
and that the N-wave is not affectedby the shock
wave movement. The above mentioned analysis13,
although not difficult, is rather long and is not
reproducedhere.

The flow velocity u(t) behind the upstream-
facing shock wave (pa > 1.89 atm) or at the valve
throat (pa < 1.89 atm), which is required as a
boundary condition for the acoustic field, is then
given from the mass-flow-rateequation in the form

u(t) = ma(t)/pa A(t) (9)

where A(t) is the area at which the upstream-facing
shock wave is located if it exists or else is the
throat area and pa is atmosphericdensity. For the
UTIAS facility the area and radial distance of the
horn are related by the expressionA = (r/8)2.

The acoustic field is governedby the spher-
ically symmetricwave equation

r48.4 ) (10)
ar- at2

where 0 is a velocity potential function. For out-
going waves only, the solution to this equation is

• = f(t-r/a) F. 


The overpressure (Ap) and particle velocity (Au) are
related to the velocity potential by the expressions:

30 Pa ,Ap =
a

_p = - I'lT) (12)
at

Au = = - f"(T) - -1rf(T) (13)

	

ar ar 2-4

where the prime (') denotes differentiationwith
respect to T.

If the particle and flow velocities were
equated directly by using Eqs. 9 and 13, a nonlinear
differentialequation in the unknown f(T) would
result because the radius for matching the velocities
is not constant. To make the problem more tractable
this radius for matching is assumed constant and
equal to the valve plug location denoted by rv. This
particular choice was made for the following reason.
It can be shown that the value of rv affects mainly
the rise time at the head and tail of the N-wave.
Since the analysis is incapable of predicting these,
the choice of rv is arbitrary and is chosen such that
agreement with experiment is obtained in terms of
rise times. Then a simple first-orderordinary
differentialequation in terms of the potential
signature f(T) is obtained,with the mass flow rate
acting as a forcing function:

f'(T) + f(r) = -
rv

Once f(T) is solved for the overpressureand particle
velocity are found by means of Eqs. 12 and 13.

The f'(T) term correspondsto the acoustic far
field; it is normally negligiblecompared with the
term af(T)/rv. However, when m(r) changes rapidly

(large raZ)this term can become dominant. If this
term is neglected the overpressurecan then be
related directly to the derivativeof the mass flow
rate by using Eq. 12:

	

Ap = 64 m:(T)/r. (15)

This is the relation used by GASL2 and discussed in
the first paragraph; it is equivalent to that for an
unsteady simple source11(smallpulsating sphere).
Equation 15 for the overpressuresignature does not
contain the arbitrary parameter rv and is very
convenient for a quick analysis. However, wave rise
times due to the rv term are lost. The examples
which follow illustrate this.

3olutions to the full Eq. 14 can be obtained in
analytical form for simple mass-flow distributions.
However, in more complex cases the use of a numerical
procedure is more convient, and at times necessary,
to obtain a solution. The simple-point-source
approximation,Eq. 15, can be solved analytically.
In all of the following examples the valve-plug
motion y(t) is taken as linear with time as shown in
Fig. 18(a). As a first analytical example, consider
the plug motion to give a parabolic area with time
as given by Eq. 6 (limitingcase of the more general
area expression of Eq. 5). The mass flow rate is of
similar parabolic form and given by

m(r) = 4 me (1 - T/Td) T/Td, O<T<Td

m(T) = 0, T<O, T>Td

where Ea is the maximum mass flow rate and Td is the
wave duration. Equation 15 (simple point source)
then gives the exact N-wave overpressuresignature
as follows

64 a (14)
Parv *

(16)
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Figure 18. Predicted valve area, mass flow rate,
and N-wave overpressuresignaturesfor
a linear valve plug movement.

Ap = Ap (1 - 21/td), O<T<Td

(1 7)
Ap = 0, T<O, t>td

where ET = 256 Eii/(rTd) is the maximum overpressure
of the N-wave. It should be noted that for
equivalent-amplitudewaves, longer durations imply
larger mass flow rates. These can be obtainedby
using higher reservoir-gaspressuresor larger
throat areas.

The more accuratP Eq. 14 can also be solved
analytically for the parabolicmass-flow-ratecase.
The results are given by the followingexpressions:

Ap = Eqh(1 - exp(-7--
ratvd- 2T /Td] O<T<Td

(18)

Ap = Eqh(1-exp{-=aia} 2]expLa(T-Td)] >	 , Tdrv rv

where h = (1 + 2rv/fa td}). The exponentialterms,
with short time constants (rv/a arbitrarilytaken as
1.3 msec), give the rise times on the front and rear
of the N-wave. This expressionreduces to that for
the exact N-wave (Eq. 17) as rv-4.0. The two over-
pressure signature results given by Eqs. 17 and 18
and denoted as Solutions 1 and 2, respectively,are
shown in Fig. 18(b). The N-wave duration is 100
msec.

For the last example (denotedSolution 3), the
exact area expression (Eq. 5) is used and Eq. 14 is
solved by a simple numericalmethod. The actual
area distribution and resultingmass flow rate for
this example are shovn in Fig. 18(a), and the over-
pressure signature appears in Fig. 18(c). For this
example the length of the taperedportion of the
valve plug was specified as b = 0.89c, a moderate
length.

The differences between the actual mass flow
rate (finite plug length of b = 0.89c) and the para-
bolic mass flow rate (very long, slender plug) is
small (about 10%). Correspondingly,the resulting


overpressuresignature is distorted slightly from the
ideal N-wave as illustrated. However, in the case of
a more blunt valve plug (b < 0.89c) the differences
in the throat area, mass flow rate, and overpressure
distributionsfor the parabolic and actual cases
become more pronounced. Solution 1, with zero rise
time, always predicts the highest peak overpressure.
The difference in peak values between Solutions 1
and 2 is 10 percent in the case of a 100 msec N-wave.
This difference increasesfor shorter duration
N-waves (15% for 50 msec) and decreases for longer
duration N-waves (2% for 400 msec). There is a
further decrease in peak overpressurefrom Solutions
2 to 3 and this is about 10 percent and remains
nearly constant for all N-wave durations. The latter
decrease is due to the valve plug; shorter taper
lengths give lower amplitudeN-waves. Hence, the
peak overpressureperformanceof the facility is
decreased by using too short a plug-face ledgth, and
in addition the waveform is distorted from the
desired N-wave shape.

Some ExperimentalResults


The results for the shock-tubemode of opera-
tion of the horn-type simulator are presented first
and those for the reservoir-gasdriver and the mass
flow valve mode follow. Since the present shock
tubes have short driver-chambers,short-duration
waves (1 to 20 msec) are produced. The primarY
importanceof these waves is in their applicationfor
diffraction studies of sonic booms propagatingover
and into model buildings,or over differentreduced-
scale land topologies. Short-durationsignals are
required to provide correct geometricscaling (e.g.,
a building 30 m in height and actual sonic boom of
250 msec duration could be scaled down to a model 30
cm in height and a signal 2.5 msec in duration). In
addition, the short rise times (40 psec) of these
booms are valuable for certain psychoacousticand
physiologicalstudies, since subjectiveloudness of
the sonic boom and thus startle effects are dependent
mainly on rise time and peak overpressure,andnot on
duration. The classicalN-wave for these studies can
be simulated quite well by using a pyramidal shock
tube. In addition,considerationhas also been
given to simulatingfocussedsonic booms that occur
when aircraft accelerateor maneuver. Driving
chambers of suitable geometrywere used to generate
overpressurewaves similar to certain focussed sonic
booms.

A typical short-durationN-wave is shown in
Fig. 19(a); it was generatedby a pyramidal shock
tube (shown as an insert in the figure) having a
driver and expansion section of the same divergence
angle. The N-wave rise times (not indicated)are
very short (40 usec). The continuousoverpressure
decrease from the N-wave head to the tail is not
quite linear, as desired for sonic-boomsimulation,
but this becomes more linear for the case of lower
driver-gas pressures (p0<2.4 atm). For higher
pressures the higher amplitudewave vave becomes
more distorted from the N-wave shape (see previous
comments on the explosionexample) and is not too
useful for N-wave simulation. Longer duration N-waves
can be obtained by using longer driver lengths.
Detailed work is not presentedhere since quite
extensive studies can be found in the literature14,15.

The focussed sonic booms of Refs. 15 and 16 is
essentially typified by a wave front that is two-to-
three times larger in amplitudethan the tail wave.
The fall in overpressurebetween the head and tail is
rapid at first and then more slowly, ending with an

A)
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to control the wave amplitude,since it cannot be
controlled adequatelyby the driver-gaspressure. It
can be concluded that the shock tube with a pyramidal
driver of different divergence angles is most promis-
ing for simulation of focussed sonic booms of short
duration (e.g., 1 to 20 msec).
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Figure 20. Simulated N-waves generated with mass-
flow-valvedriver with and without jet-
noise absorber (reservoirdriving pres-
sures: 1)0= 1.3, 2.5, 5.1, 9.2, 13.9 atm).

Some experimentalresults for the travelling
N-wave simulator driven by means of a reservoir gas
with a mass flow valve are shown in Fig. 20. The
simulated sonic-boom records in the first column were
obtained wihout the use of the jet-noise absorber and
those in the duplicate set with the absorber. The
sonic-boom records are nominally110 msec in duration
and increase in amplitudewith corresponding
reservoir-gaspressures of po/pa = 1.3, 2.5, 5.1,
9.2, and 13.9. Wave rise times are typically 3 to 4
msec. The fall in overpressurebetween the head and
tail of the wave is not quite linear. The levelling
out in overpressureahead of the wave tail is due to
the reflectedwave from the end of the horn, which
tends to raise the pressure. This is also evident
after the rear shock front.

The intense jet noise superimposedon the
simulatedbooms is a problem. It increases the
subjective loudness substantiallyand can invalidate
some psychoacousticand physiologicalstudies. How-
ever, it is not expected to affect the response of
structures, owing to their low dominant response
frequencies— a mismatch. In general, the noise is
less intense and not much of a problem for the
shorter duration N-waves (<150 msec) and the smaller
peak overpressures (<100 N/m2) if the jet-noise
absorber is utilized. For longer duration or larger
amplitudeN-waves the high frequencynoise is greatly
reduced, but substantialsuperimposednoise still
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Figure 19. Shock-tubegeneratedN-wave and simulated
focussedbooms (experimentalwaveform in
Case (b) is from Ref. 14).

almost constantpressure region just ahead of the
tail shock wave. Two different shock-tubegeometries
could simulate focussedbooms. The first, having a
pyramidal driver with a divergenceangle of about
one-half that for the expansion horn, generates a
wave similar to a focussedboom (Fig. 19(b)). The
rapid fall in overpressurebehind the wave front is
achieved,but the constant-pressureportion is quite
short. Also, the second shock front is not well
formed. Both problems can be overcome. A longer
driver, according to linear theory10,will give a
better constant-pressureportion, and a longer wave
propagationdistance will help in the formation of a
better second shock front. Note that the linear
theory predicts the waveform and amplitudequite
well for this weak wave case. The second shock tube
consideredhas a constant-areadriver, having a
length which is 25 percent shorter than a pyramidal
driver of the same divergence angle as the horn, and
it can also be used for focussed sonic-boomsimula-
tion. One example appears in Fig. 19(c). This case
is more limited in its applicationfor simulating
the focussedboom. First, the rapid fall in pressure
behind the primary shock front is not achieved
although the pressure levels out quite well before
the tail shock front. Second, the driver-gaspres-
sure as well as the shock-tubegeometry is important
in the wave formationprocess, since nonlinearwave
action is required to simulate good focussedbooms.
For this reason, only a small range of driver-gas
pressures are available for each shock-tubegeametry
which can give the required nonlinearvave action.
This also means that the models have to.be placed at
a suitable distance from the driver section in order
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remains. Further noise reduction can be obtainedby
installingmore sound-absorbingmaterial;however,
the wave amplitude begins to be reduced and, worst
of all, the wave rise time increases. For further
jet-noise attenuation the only alternativeapproach
appears to be the design of a new mass flow valve
that will generate less intense noise from the onset.
This approach is now under consideration.

The present performanceof the reflection
eliminatoris not entirely satisfactory. The porous
piston appears to function properly,but reflection
eliminationis not achieved since the piston is
located very close (1 m) to the building wall. The
incident sonic boom interactsnot only with the
porous piston but also with the building wall, and
together they act more like a solid wall to the
incoming N-wave. The result is a reflectedwave of
similar profile to the incidentwave. This can be
observed from the waveforms shown in Fig. 21, where
the reflection eliminatorwas used for one test and
a near-rigidwa21 for the other. To improvethe
performance,the wall will have to be moved away
from the horn end.
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Figure 22. Comparisonof predicted and experimental
N-wave overpressuresignatureshaving
durationsof 110 msec.
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Figure 21. Comparison of reflectedwaves from
reflection eliminatorand almost rigid
wall at end of horn.

Two simulated sonic-boomsignatureshaving
peak overpressuresof 200 and 630 N/m2 and durations
of 110 msec are comparedwith those predictedby the
analysis (Fig. 22). In general, the waveform and
amplitude prediction for these very strong booms is
good. The amplitudes of the experimentalbooms are
generally lower but usually within 10 percent of the
predicted values. There are differencesin the
experimentaland predicted waveforms. Experimental
profiles have a more rapid fall in overpressure
behind the wave front. In addition,the duration of
the above-atmosphericportion of the wave exceeds
that for the below-atmosphericpart. These charact-
istics are common to all the simulatedbooms and are
not predicted by the analysis.

Further experimentaland predicted results are
given in Fig. 23. On this graph the N-wave ampli-
tude is plotted versus reservoir-gaspressure for
two different durations of 80 and 200 msec. These
results show that the experimentalvalues normally
fall below the predicted ones but are usually with-
in 10 percent. The agreementbetween experimental
and predicted amplitudesbecomes better for lower
driver pressures and good agreementhas been found

RESERVOIR GAS PRESSURE -P, ohm)

Figure 23. Predicted and experimentalperformance
for travellingN-wave simulator: peak
overpressureversus driving pressure for
N-wave durationsof 80 and 200 msec.

for the case where the flow is subsonic at the
throat (po/p, < 1.69). The measurementstation for
the experimentalresultswas 15.2 m from the horn
apex. Wave amplitudesat other stations can be
obtained simply by using the acoustic decay law
(1/r). This graph also illustratesthat for a fixed
driving pressure, longer durationN-waves result in
lower amplitudes.

At UTIAS a preliminaryphysiologicalinvestiga-
tion" was made into the effects of simulatedsonic
booms on the temporary thresholdshift in hearing,
temporary increase in heart rate, and heart-rate
recovery time. The tests were performed in the horn-
type simulator with the jet-noiseabsorber installed.
Eight volunteer subjectswere selected from a larger
group of twenty; they ranged in age from 24 to 36
years. All showed normal hearing characteristics
from initial audiograms(audiogramswere taken just
before and after each test) and none reported any
heart disorder. Each subjectunderwent three tests
on consecutivedays, being exposed to fifty sonic
booms in a two minute interval for each test. Peak
sonic-boomoverpressuresof 100, 200 and 400 N/m2
were used in the first, second, and third tests,
respectively. Heart rate measurementswere recorded
for the following eight events. The subject, sitting
in a comfortablerecliningposition, was asked a
simple question ("In which country were you born?"),
told to perform an easy task ("Liftyour left leg
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till the count of ten."), and asked an elementary
mathematicalproblem ("What is 56 divided by 8?").
Then the subject was exposed to five sonic booms.
After each of these eight events, the time interval
for the heart rate to return to its normal state vas
also monitored. Thereafter,the person was subject-
ed to the remainder (45) of the sonic booms and
heart rate measurementswere not recorded,owing to
the reduced startle effect through conditioning.

The simulated sonic booms in the test region
of the horn had rise times of 3 to 4 msec, durations
of 80 msec, and some residual jet noise. It was
found by calculation" that the combinedsonic boom
and jet noise had loudness ratings of 220, 330, and
510 sones for the test overpressuresof 100, 200,
and 400 N/m2. These are comparableto loudness
ratings of 220, 310, and 480 sones for equivalent-
amplitudesonic booms free of jet noise and having a
rise time of only 0.1 msec. The effect of the jet
noise is thus an increase in the subjectiveloudness
thereby making the simulated sonic booms comparable
in loudnessrating to 'noisefree' booms having a
shorter rise time. For comparison,sonic booms
generatedby the Concorde can have rise times as
short as 0.1 msec in extreme cases15 (typically0.1
to 2 msec). Hence, the simulatedbooms are compar-
able or more severe in loudness than actual sonic
booms. For this reason the physiologicalresults to
be given are thought to be indicativeof response to
actual booms.

The audiogram results showed that none of the
subjects suffered a serious temporaryshift in hear-
ing, even in the most severe case when peak over-
pressureswere 400 N/m2. Threshold shifts of up to
10 dB did occur in a few tests, but these are small
and within safety limits18. The electrocardiogram
results indicated that subjects showed a classical
heart-rate startle effect, even in the case of
moderate peak overpressures(100 N/m2) of the order
of those produced by an SST. Heart rate increases
were small with the largest recorded increase of 20
percent. Normally, the first of the five sonic
booms gave the largest increasewhich vas usually
less than a 10 percent change. It vas found that
the time interval for the heart rate to return to
normal from the startle effect could be as long as
25 seconds but typically took less than 10 seconds.
Similar heart rate increases and recovery times
occurred when the subjects answered the two ques-
tions. In the case of the subjects raising their
leg, the heart rate increasevas slightlylarger
(normallyless than 20 percent) and the recovery
time was generally less than 20 seconds. Since
heart rate increase and recovery time due to the
sonic-boomdisturbance and the normal question and
command stimuli are similar, actual sonic booms
should not produce significantheart rate changes
and recovery times in normal human beings.

Even though heart rate change and temporary
threshold shift in hearing due to the sonic-boom
disturbanceare not significant,other physiological
responses could be important. In addition,psycho-
acoustic response could also be significant.

A psychoacousticstudy" has been completed in
the horn facility in which the effect of the sonic
boom on an automobiledriver vas examined. The
subject performed a tracking task which simulated
the control of a vehicle on a road with a fixed
crown — an unstable situation—with random
disturbancesplaying the role of road irregularities.

An important function of the facility is to
conduct structural studies (wall panels, window
response, room resonance). For such problems the
jet noise is not expected to interfere. An
investigationof the sonic boom effects on partially-
fatiguedwall panels is in progress28. These studies
are directed at gathering response and damage data
in order that criteria cam be established to assist
with citizen damage claims arising from SST over-
flights in the Canadian context. In addition, a
study of the distortion of a short-durationN-wave
(2 to 5 msec) owing to frequency-dependentrefraction
during propagation through an air jet is in progress.
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